Microbes Defense: Germs Gone Wild

“Microbes Defense: Germs Gone Wild” debuts in App Store and Google Play!
** There is a world that cannot be seen... There are guards you don't know about... **

Cracow (Poland), 19.02.2016 - AdGames - an independent casual games
developer has just launched its latest game Microbes Defense: Germs Gone
Wild, which is an original fusion of a tower-defense and an arcade game. The
game is set in a micro-world, and its theme is the fight against invading hostile
microbes. The task is to stop the germs and defend your territory against further
waves.
At the beginning, it seems that the game is a classic tower-defense offering.
Germs attack and your task is to resist the waves of opponents. But when
inconspicuous germs begin their mass attack, it is clear that fighting them
requires not only the strategic setting of defences, but also quick reactions to
concentrated microbe attacks. It becomes a real pleasure to crush single germs
with your finger or wipe them away with a crystal. Unique defense characters
deserve special attention: Private "Ninja", Freezing "Snot", Rocketman
"Bazooka", Major "Shield", Crazy "Bomber" - these characters will be loved by
players and bring fresh air to tower-defense games.
The game includes:







six upgradeable defense characters
24 exciting levels in three unique locations
several types of hostile germs, each with different strength and endurance
leaderboard, where you can compete with your friends
hordes of germs to fight
improved mechanics of a tower-defense game with elements of an arcade
game, such as crushing germs with your finger

As the authors of the game put it:
"We wanted to give players an opportunity to fight against an unconventional
enemy that hasn't got big guns or a zombie's intelligence. The enemy is
inconspicuous but works in an organized and thoughtful manner, e.g. attacks the
weakest points of player's defense. Annihilating such an opponent requires much
more effort, but gives a lot more satisfaction. We chose a game-play based on
tower-defense mechanics, which is improved with arcade games elements, such
as crushing germs with your finger. Such a combination made the game more
interesting, plus it surprises the players with unconventional attacks, which don't
exist in similar games. It was confirmed by our testers, who stated that fighting
germs has never been so much fun."

/Download/
Download the game from:
App Store - https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/microbes-defense-germsgone/id1073061849?mt=8
Google Play https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.adgames.microbesdefenseger
msgonewild
Watch the game trailer on https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yM-7WgFlj24
/About the company/
AdGames is an independent casual games developer for mobile platforms. The
company specializes in producing advergames and releases its own games for
mobile platforms. More information about the game is available on:
http://mobile.ad-games.com/microbesdefense/

